The efficiencies of perovskite solar cells have gone from single digits to a certified 22.1% in a few years' time. At this stage of their development, the key issues concern how to achieve further improvements in efficiency and long-term stability. We review recent developments in the quest to improve the current state of the art. Because photocurrents are near the theoretical maximum, our focus is on efforts to increase open-circuit voltage by means of improving charge-selective contacts and charge carrier lifetimes in perovskites via processes such as ion tailoring. The challenges associated with long-term perovskite solar cell device stability include the role of testing protocols, ionic movement affecting performance metrics over extended periods of time, and determination of the best ways to counteract degradation mechanisms.
The efficiencies of perovskite solar cells have gone from single digits to a certified 22.1% in a few years' time. At this stage of their development, the key issues concern how to achieve further improvements in efficiency and long-term stability. We review recent developments in the quest to improve the current state of the art. Because photocurrents are near the theoretical maximum, our focus is on efforts to increase open-circuit voltage by means of improving charge-selective contacts and charge carrier lifetimes in perovskites via processes such as ion tailoring. The challenges associated with long-term perovskite solar cell device stability include the role of testing protocols, ionic movement affecting performance metrics over extended periods of time, and determination of the best ways to counteract degradation mechanisms. P hotovoltaic (PV) devices convert solar energy into electricity and are promising candidates to offset carbon emissions while providing an alternative way to meet increasing demand in energy consumption. Several PV technologies have helped to shape the environment of renewable sources of energy (1) . High-purity crystalline silicon has achieved power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 26% (2) and longterm durability, making it an ideal product for the market. However, emerging PV technologies based on thin films (<1 mm) and simple deposition methods promise to reduce production cost and produce high-quality semiconductors for solar cells, rivaling other established ones such as Si, CdTe, and GaAs (3, 4) . Lead halide perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have emerged as one such candidate. In just a few years, PSCs have achieved PCEs similar to those of established CdTe solar cells, surpassing the 22% mark in 2016 (5).
Despite impressively high efficiencies, PSCs face challenges such as long-term durability that prevent them from competing with established technologies. However, advancements in materials processing during the past 2 years have yielded remarkable progress in long-term material and device stability, enabling the research community to better identify intrinsic versus extrinsic degradation mechanisms, some of which are summarized here. Despite the rapid improvement in performance, there is still room for tailoring charge carrier recombination, both in the perovskite and at the interfaces within the device, to increase PCEs. Major challenges to long-term stability also remain.
Device configurations
Lead halide perovskites can adopt an ABX 3 structure, where the A site is typically composed of organic methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA), or inorganic Cs or Rb cations. The Pb sits in the B site; the X site is occupied by the halides I, Br, or Cl. These are the most widely studied compounds yielding high performance metrics in PV devices. The configuration of PSCs has not changed substantially since the first solid-state devices were introduced in 2012 (6, 7). In general, a transparent conducting glass serves as the substrate where an electron-selective (n-i-p configuration) or hole-selective (p-i-n configuration) contact is deposited, followed by the perovskite absorbing layer, and topped by the hole-or electron-selective layer and a metal contact (Fig. 1 , A to C). More recently, multijunction PV devices (tandems) (8, 9) , where two band gap-matched absorbers are monolithically stacked, have shown promise for their low cost and potential to exceed the single-junction Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit ( Fig. 1D) (10) .
Mesostructured devices (Fig. 1A) , based on thick alumina and titania nanoparticle films infiltrated with a perovskite material [e.g., methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI 3 )], were initially the most efficient (11, 12) . Starting in 2014, the mesostructured film thickness was decreased to 200 nm; this film, topped by a 200-nm perovskite layer (Fig. 1A) , yielded certified PCEs above 16% (13) . This compact perovskite layer was subsequently optimized to 500 nm to provide even greater light harvesting (14) . Mesoporous PSCs typically require a high-temperature sintering step, which excludes the use of plastics with low melting points as support materials. A simplified, often low-temperature, alternative omits the mesoporous layer and is referred to either as a planar n-i-p (Fig. 1B) or planar p-i-n (Fig. 1C) PSC, depending on the sequence of charge-selective layers. For the former, the stack order is a transparent conducting oxide, such as fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)/electron-selective layer/perovskite/ hole-selective layer/metal configuration, whereas for the latter, the contacts are flipped.
For monolithically integrated all-perovskite tandems, both individual cells must be arranged as n-i-p or p-i-n. Because it is challenging to find orthogonal solvents for the subsequent deposition of the two perovskite films, vacuum processing is an attractive approach for making all-perovskite tandems (15) . Alternatively, indium tin oxide (ITO) can be sputtered as a conducting protective layer to avoid damaging the perovskite film of the bottom cell during the solution-based deposition of the subsequent perovskite (10).
State-of-the-art devices
Efficiencies in PSCs have risen quickly since their introduction in 2009 (16) , but PCEs of >20% were reported only in 2015 (17) , with a few others reported thereafter (Fig. 1E ) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . These results have been achieved by tailoring the proportions of MA, FA, I, and Br to improve electronic properties. A stabilized efficiency of 21.6% was reported (21) with a 200-nm mesoporous TiO 2 layer that uses a 500-nm perovskite layer composed of Rb, Cs, MA, and FA as the cations, Pb as the Bsite cation, and I and Br as the X-site anion. A PSC with a similar device configuration achieved a certified PCE of 22.1% (highest reported) by iodide addition, which was shown to decrease the concentration of deep-level traps (25 ) . Si/ perovskite monolithic tandems with efficiencies up to 23.6% have been achieved by optimizing the interfaces and the band gap of the perovskite top cell (26) . Perovskite-perovskite monolithic tandems have been achieved with efficiencies of 17% (10) and 18% (15) via solution processing and vacuum deposition, respectively.
In terms of device metrics, short-circuit currents (J SC ) have been maximized (Fig. 1E) , with most state-of-the-art devices yielding numbers near the theoretical and practical maxima (14) . Similarly, fill factors (FF) have been maximized (Fig. 1E) for the open-circuit voltage (V OC ) that these devices achieve. In addition, as V OC is increased, so is FF. Thus, in order to surpass 22.1% efficiency (25) , efforts need to be made to improve V OC and FF. This goal requires identifying and suppressing recombination pathways to boost these crucial PV parameters (27, 28) .
All of the certified PCEs greater than 20% have been measured with a small area of illumination (roughly 0.2 to 0.1 cm 2 ). Measuring devices over a larger area (>1 cm 2 ) is more meaningful for upscaling efforts. However, spin coating-the main method used to achieve all recent efficiency records-tends to produce nonuniform layers over larger areas, and measurements over such large areas may therefore be inaccurate. In addition, the device configuration must be changed to ensure minimized distance (and thus resistance) for charges traveling to the electrodes. Nonetheless, (25, 29) . More work in deposition (e.g., printing or vacuum-processed PSCs) and device optimization is needed to achieve large-area, upscalable PSCs with efficiencies of >20%.
Device photophysics PSCs are heterojunction devices in which the holeselective or electron-selective contacts (or both) introduce the selectivity required to harvest charge carriers at their respective electrodes to create a photovoltage. After an initial period of controversy, consensus has been reached that these interfaces are not required to dissociate a photogenerated electron-hole pair (exciton), because the exciton binding energy is comparable (some tens of millielectron volts) (30) to the thermal energy under operation. This property, paired with a relatively large diffusion length (31) and sufficiently high mobilities of electrons and holes (32) , allowed for high internal quantum efficiencies even for the first reported PSCs. The absorption coefficient itself, shown in Fig. 2A , is high (>10 5 cm −1 ) because of a direct transition at the band gap. One of the device optimization steps toward higher efficiency was to increase the thickness of the perovskite layer to reach a sharp onset of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) near the band gap, which is~1.6 eV for the most efficient MAFA-based compounds. The photocurrent of the device shown in Fig. 2A (14 ) in the case of a sharper EQE onset at 780 nm.
Nominally, most of the perovskite architectures look like a metal(-like)/electron-selective layer/intrinsic perovskite/p-type hole conductor system ( Fig. 1 , A to C). The work function difference of the electrodes including doped charge transport layers could introduce a built-in potential generating an electric field in the perovskite film in equilibrium, or the perovskite itself could be either n-or p-doped depending on its stoichiometry (33) and forming a p-n junction somewhere in the device. Varying results have been reported on the energetics of perovskites, such as a work function located far in the conduction band and ionization energies that depend on the stoichiometry (34) .
The electric field distribution is further influenced by intrinsic defects induced by movement of ions, such as I. These tend to screen the electric field by accumulating at interfaces, similar to mobile ions in an electrolyte. Low mobilities cause ionic defects to respond slowly (seconds to minutes) to voltage changes and are believed to be responsible for the frequently observed hysteresis in the current-voltage curve ( Fig. 2B ) (35) (36) (37) . The hysteresis reflects that the collection efficiency of photogenerated charge carriers is dependent on the biasing history and on the electric field. Thus, hysteresis can be minimized by either immobilizing ionic charge or increasing charge carrier transport and extraction to make the latter less sensitive to the electric field (38) . Here, charge extraction layers, trap densities at the interfaces, and the morphology of the perovskite are influential.
Recombination
Charges that are not collected are lost by recombination. Open-circuit conditions are ideal for studying recombination processes because no photogenerated charges are extracted. The very high V OC of PSCs relative to the perovskite band gap is indicative of low recombination losses. Deposition, composition, and device engineering have increased V OC to values as high as 1.24 V at a band gap of~1.6 eV (21). An ideal 2 of 6 (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . The calculated fill factor has two maxima: (i) the maximum for the measured V OC (bars) assuming Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, and (ii) the maximum under the assumption that the theoretical V OC is achieved (dotted line). See supplementary materials for details of the calculations. Configurations: M, mesoporous; N, planar n-i-p; P, planar p-i-n; T, perovskite tandem. The perovskite composition for each report is marked in the top panel, where "mix" refers to a combination of lead-based FA, MA, I, and Br ions. Inorganic cations Rb and Cs are used in some recipes; MAPI, methylammonium lead triiodide.
absorber material of that band gap could deliver a V OC of 1.33 V (39). In a real device, bulk defects, surfaces, and interfaces introduce recombination centers that lead to fast nonradiative losses. Thus, long-lived charges are desired and indeed are observed in transient photoluminescence experiments, where decay times in the range of several hundreds of nanoseconds (18) or even microseconds (21, 40) have been reported.
These values are higher than lifetimes in GaAs (tens of nanoseconds) but lower than those in Si (tens of milliseconds) (28) . Because lifetime can often be difficult to interpret, we prefer steadystate luminescence quantum yield, which can be determined by, for example, an electroluminescence measurement (39) . A high radiative (bandto-band) recombination rate is beneficial for a high V OC and for a large absorption coefficient because of the reciprocity between absorption and emission. Although the radiative rate constant is a material property, the nonradiative lifetime is commonly dominated by defect recombination. Calculating how a constant nonradiative lifetime influences V OC (Fig. 2C) shows that increasing the nonradiative lifetime toward 10 ms is sufficient to reach the ultimate V OC . In this case, the maximum FF, which is also limited by recombination, would approach 90%.
An additional loss mechanism is surface recombination, where charges are lost at the "wrong" electrode. Disentangling bulk and surface recombination in an ambipolar, nominally intrinsic thin semiconductor film between electrodes is challenging. Recently, it was reported that the PEDOT:PSS [poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate] electrode constitutes a large source of surface recombination in planar p-i-n PSCs (41) , and dopants in the hole contact can be problematic in the planar n-i-p and mesoporous configurations (27) . However, the planar SnO 2 (42) and mesoporous TiO 2 contacts in the n-i-p device configuration do not seem to dominate recombination, as long as they are deposited conformally (27) . The role of grain boundaries on recombination in the perovskite film is still under debate (27, 43) . Impurities in the precursor material could be a further source of defects (44) . Most of the intrinsic point defects are not expected to act as recombination centers, as they form shallow states (45, 46) because of the unconventional antibonding nature of the valence states. Perovskites are therefore said to be defecttolerant, explaining why a solution-processed material from precursors of chemical-grade purity can reach such low losses in potential [V OC -(band gap/elementary charge)].
The loss in potential is the main property that influences how close a solar cell material can approach its thermodynamic, or Shockley-Queisser, limit. Figure 2D shows that a band gap between 1.1 and 1.4 eV is ideal to best harvest the energy of the solar spectrum. Thus, band gap tuning-for example, by mixing halides or making Sn-Pb compounds (Fig. 2, D Perovskite material instability and halide segregation The optical properties of perovskite materials can be tuned when the halides (X site in the ABX 3 structure) are modified. For instance, increasing the Br content in an I perovskite increases the band gap toward 1.7 eV, which is highly desired for perovskite/silicon tandems (49) . However, halide segregation with distinct Br and I domains occurs in single-cation MA-perovskites where Br and I are nearly equimolar (47) . Not only is such dephasing problematic because it can promote recombination centers, it can also affect the longterm stability of materials. Perovskites with MA cations have raised concerns regarding stability because of their volatile nature at temperatures as low as 85°C, and they have been shown to degrade readily upon exposure to moisture and heat (50) . Recent reports have shown, however, that MAPbI 3 perovskites are not susceptible to light soaking (23) .
Cations enable perovskite black-phase stabilization
Because FA is more thermally stable and the band gap of FAPbI 3 is narrower than that of MAPbI 3 (51, 52), FA-based perovskites have recently become a major avenue of research, promising higher theoretical efficiency limits (Fig. 2D) . However, these FA compounds tend not to form the photoactive "black" perovskite phase at room temperature but exhibit a photoinactive "yellow" phase (53, 54), in particular when mixing Br and I for wider band gaps. This "yellow-phase gap" was closed by using double-cation CsFA mixtures (49, 52, 55, 56) . The resulting materials also suppressed halide segregation (49) . On the other hand, some of the highest performance metrics are achieved with complex perovskite mixtures containing some combination of multiple cations (including Rb, Cs, MA, and FA), metals (Pb and Sn), and halides (Br and I). For example, a stabilized PCE of 21.6% with improved reproducibility (Fig. 3A) was reached using a multication mixture of Rb, Cs, MA, and FA together with mixed Br and I halides (10, 57, 58) . This result is part of a broader theme of efforts aimed at phase stabilization and suppressed halide segregation of perovskites through multication engineering (21) .
There are only a limited number of A cations in an APbI 3 perovskite that support a photoactive black phase. One empirical measure for lattice distortion is the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) that was found to be between 0.8 and 1.0 for black-phase perovskites (Fig. 3B) (59) . Only Cs, MA, and FA fall within the "established" category of perovskites, and other cations are too small (see Na, K, Rb) or too large (imidazolium, ethylamine, and guanidinium) for consideration. Perovskites at the edge of the tolerance factor requirement, such as FAPbI 3 (t~1) and CsPbI 3 (t~0.8), have a distorted lattice resulting in the presence of a yellow phase at room temperature. In contrast, MAPbI 3 (t~0.9) does not have a yellow phase.
To lower the effective cationic radius of FAbased perovskites, MAFA perovskites were created by adding the smaller MA cation. This material had a more stable black phase at room temperature, triggering a remarkable success story; most currently published world record efficiencies were achieved using MAFA mixtures (Fig. 1E) (17, 25, 60) . Interestingly, the x-ray diffraction (XRD) data of MAFA often show detrimental yellow-phase impurities (61); hence, adding small amounts of Cs to MAFA compositions was posited to reduce the yellow-phase impurities. Indeed, the CsMAFA triple-cation perovskite showed substantially suppressed yellow-phase impurities (61) .
This finding becomes particularly noteworthy when analyzing the XRD data of films without annealing. For MAFA, multiple crystalline precursor states exist, whereas for CsMAFA, a well-defined perovskite peak emerges. Thus, the perovskite crystallization starts with the photoactive black phase, and indeed, triple-cation perovskites processed only at room temperature can achieve PCEs of 18%, whereas unannealed MAFA perovskite analogs are barely functional (62) . These underappreciated variables, such as processing temperature and humidity, are likely the main reason why so many groups struggled to reproduce results with seemingly the same procedures and protocols. CsMAFA perovskites have increased the performance baseline, and the often overlooked parameter of reproducibility was improved, as evidenced by many subsequent studies with this material and ones of similar composition (22, 61, 63) . In our laboratory, we were only able to pinpoint these critical variables by working with large batch sizes and meticulous recording of all results, including materials with poor PCEs, and we note that providing statistically relevant data is of utmost relevance for the future direction of the field (Fig. 3A) .
Recently, the seemingly too small Rb was used in a multication approach despite RbPbI 3 not forming a black-phase single-cation perovskite. Rb-modified perovskite compositions including RbFA, RbMAFA, RbCsFA, and RbCsMAFA provide an additional avenue for prospective materials (21) . Analogously to Rb, a doubling of available compounds could be achieved by identifying an additional cation, but currently there are no further cations that have been demonstrated for PSCs beyond 20% efficiency. Looking at the tolerance factor in Fig. 3B , there are two possible directions: selecting smaller cations than Rb (e.g., alkali metals such as Na and K) or selecting larger cations than FA (e.g., imidazolium, ethylamine, and guanidinium) (see Fig. 3B for structures). Thus far, K can integrate into a Csbased perovskite, which, however, has a suboptimal band gap toward 2 eV (64). Sodium has been investigated as well, but thus far no integration has been clearly demonstrated (65) . Adding larger molecules to 3D perovskites (where the metal-halide octahedra are interconnected) frequently results in 2D-3D perovskites where the metal layers are separated by the larger cations (66, 67) . These compounds are promising but are still trailing in terms of overall performance. However, the multication approach yielded some of the most stable and efficient devices so far.
PSC stability under working conditions
For the PV industry, the factors determining cost per kWh by a new solar technology are PCE and long-term stability. The PCE degradation over time controls the return on investment and thus 4 of 6 the risks associated with a new PV technology. Thus, it is important to accurately predict the time dependence of the PCE. The market reference is crystalline silicon solar cells with an average degradation rate of 0.5% per year, which is often ensured for 25 years under operational conditions. To compete within the PV market, PSCs must reach similar levels of stability (e.g., 0.25 to 0.5% losses per year).
Extrinsic degradation factors
Before investigating the stability of perovskite materials, it is important to understand external factors that may enhance degradation in PSCs, which tends to be irreversible. One of the main degradation pathways has been linked to hightemperature device testing (above 60°C) or devices heated up by constant illumination. Until recently, it was believed that the MA cation is thermally unstable in the perovskite and is solely responsible for degradation. Several studies have now shown that spiro-OMeTAD [2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis (N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)9,9′-spirobifluorene] crystallizes under thermal stress, which then creates pathways that allow for an interaction of the metal electrode and the perovskite (Fig. 4A) (21, (68) (69) (70) . The use of carbon electrodes has helped to alleviate this issue because these materials are thermally stable and do not seem to interact with the perovskite layer (71) (72) (73) . Layers of a polymeric hole conductor such as polytriarylamine (PTAA) are robust to temperatures up to 85°C, and devices have been shown to maintain 95% of their efficiency after 500 hours at continuous maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and light soaking (Fig. 4B) .
Other extrinsic degradation factors have been ascribed to hole conductor dopant migration, such as lithium salts migrating through the perovskite layer affecting the efficiency of devices (74) . Ultraviolet (UV) light, present in the full solar spectrum, has been reported to be detrimental to the long-term stability of perovskites as it is absorbed by the electron-selective contact, TiO 2 , initiating a chemical degradation (75) . To partially circumvent this issue, electron-selective contacts with wide band gaps have been developed, offering superior UV stability relative to TiO 2 ( Fig. 4C ) (23, 75, 76) . Alternatively, when using TiO 2 , UV filters can be easily applied, offsetting this effect. For instance, with a coating of UV fluorophores, UV photons are downconverted to visible photons, boosting the photocurrent and filtering out UV photons (77 ); therefore, UV stability seems not to be the main concern in the quest for stability.
Analogous to organic PVs, the stability of perovskite solar cells is severely influenced by moisture. Proper encapsulation with the elastomeric polymer ethylene-vinyl acetate has been demonstrated to protect the PSCs against moisture and heat in the commonly used damp heat testing (26) . Promising long-term stability results have been reported for unencapsulated Si-perovskite tandems (Fig. 4D) (26) and single junctions (70) , topped by an ITO electrode that acts as a barrier to moisture. Other simple encapsulation schemes involving polymers have been successfully used. Polymer-coated devices tested on a roof withstood rain and variable temperature conditions for more than 90 days, showing no sign of degradation (77). 
Intrinsic degradation factors: Ionic movement
Once environmental (e.g., moisture or UV) and other external factors (e.g., thermally unstable spiro-OMeTAD) have been addressed, intrinsic factors associated with the perovskite can be more properly assessed. Ionic movement in perovskites has been shown to lead to fast (seconds to minutes; Fig. 2B ) and slow (minutes to hours; Fig.  4E ) performance degradation, namely hysteresis (37) and reversible losses (78, 79) , respectively. In the latter, devices suffer from decreased PCE during aging and recover to the initial value after dark storage for a few hours. The reversible losses have been attributed to lattice deformation, and hence to halide migration within the perovskite, when the device warms up as a result of the infrared component of the sunlight (79) . Alternatively, the losses have been assigned to migration of cations at a slower rate than halides (Fig.  4E) (78) . A comprehensive study investigating the reversible losses on different device architectures prepared with different charge-selective contacts is still lacking. From the few studies reported, migration of ions within the perovskite seems to have a milder impact on the device performance for planar p-i-n ( Fig. 4F) (24, 26, 70) . Regardless, it is important to establish how organic and inorganic contacts affect the accumulation of ions at interfaces in the long term, because mild reversible losses might be an obstacle for long-term stability.
Shelf versus maximum power point stability
Long-term stability can be assessed in various ways, including storing devices on a shelf in the dark ("shelf test," Fig. 4C ), MPPT in a controlled lab environment, and outdoor tests. The stress by intrinsic and extrinsic degradation parameters (illumination, voltage, current, temperature, atmosphere) varies considerably among these tests. Therefore, depending on how the devices are measured, different performance metrics can be extracted. For instance, stability curves (PCE versus time) can seem substantially better when extracted from periodically collected currentvoltage curves (because of hysteresis) rather than continuous MPPT (Fig. 4G) (11, 22) . Establishing a robust protocol to measure operational longterm stability may require the adoption of conventional MPPT (rather than the shelf test) for perovskite-specific phenomena to simulate conditions closer to field operation.
Opportunities and challenges
PSCs have made remarkable advances in just a few years, in part by borrowing expertise from other more established fields, such as organic or dye-sensitized solar cells, for contact layers and architectures. Perovskites keep surprising with new applications such as x-ray detection, and have displayed impressive new properties such as long-lived hot carriers, which promise to allow exceeding the Shockley-Queisser limit in PSCs (80) . The remarkably low loss in potential recently reported by PSCs (21) shows that this solution-processed solar cell could soon approach other state-of-the-art technologies, such as Si or GaAs. Now that efficiencies are beyond 20%, the perovskite community must focus on long-term stability. More robust testing procedures are needed to properly assess PSC stability. MPPT under light soaking and high temperatures and humidity is warranted, as is, for instance, outdoor field testing in order to correlate accelerated indoor testing to real working conditions. Accelerated testing procedures designed in the past for Si or organic PV are currently being applied to PSCs. However, it is likely that some of these testing conditions are either too strict or too mild to give a current estimation of how the PCE will degrade with time, and therefore they need to be revisited by the community. Regardless, longterm stability is still one of the key issues that impedes rapid commercialization of PSCs and draws skepticism from established solar cell technologies. To become a player in the power market, PSCs must be able to last for at least 20 years with minimal degradation; in order to do so, both intrinsic and extrinsic degradation in the perovskite device stack must be offset.
